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Abstract 

The integration of hydrogen permeable membranes in catalytic membrane reactors for 

thermodynamically limited reactions such as steam methane reforming can improve the per-pass yield 

and simultaneously produce a high-purity H2 stream. Mixed protonic-electronic materials based 

membranes are potential candidates for these applications due to their elevated temperature operation, 

good stability and potentially low cost. However, a specific mechanical behavior and stability under 

harsh atmospheres is needed to guarantee sufficient lifetime in real-world processes. This work presents 

the mechanical characterization and a study of the chemical stability under H2S containing atmospheres 

for the compound Nd5.5WO11.25-δ. Mechanical characterization was performed by micro-indentation and 

creep measurements in air. Chemical stability was evaluated by XRD and SEM and the effect of the H2S 

on the transport properties was evaluated by impedance spectroscopy. Under H2S atmospheres, the total 

conductivity increases at 600 °C and 700 °C. The conductivity increase is attributed to the incorporation 

of S2- ions in oxide-ion sublattice. 

Keywords: lanthanide tungstate, proton-conducting oxide, hydrogen-permeable membrane, H2S 

stability, mechanical properties 

1. Introduction 

Currently H2 is mainly produced by steam reforming (SR) of natural gas [1]. H2 is subsequently 

separated from the reformer and/or water-gas shift reaction co-products and some other compounds 

present in the gas stream such as CO, CO2, N2, H2S, NH3, and H2O. The need of separation and 

purification units, usually a pressure swing adsorption step, leads to high specific costs and lowers the 

energy efficiency. In addition to the separation steps, steam reforming is a thermodynamically-limited 

process [2, 3]. 

In this context, the integration of a permselective membrane into a catalytic reactor resulting in a 

catalytic membrane reactor (CMR) enables the combination of separation and reaction in a single stage, 

possibly leading to higher product yield and energy efficiency. In the case of  steam reforming, the 

integration of a H2-permeable membrane and a catalyst in the same unit can circumvent both: the 
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separation issue and the thermodynamic limitations imposed on the reactant conversion [2, 4]. In 

addition to steam reforming, H2 separation membranes can also be applied for non-oxidative olefin and 

aromatics production [5] and the water gas shift reaction (WGSR), with the advantage of obtaining an 

ultra-pure H2 stream and an increase of the reaction yield by shifting the equilibrium [6, 7]. 

Among the different H2 separation membranes, mixed protonic-electronic conductors (MPEC) in 

addition to palladium alloy membranes [4, 8] appear to be appropriate candidates for this kind of 

reactions due to their ability to operate at high temperature (>500 ºC) and high pressure [9]. Furthermore, 

they are exceptionally selective to H2 and present good chemical stability at high temperature (up to 

1000 °C) [10]. These materials transport protons through their crystal structure driven by the chemical 

potential gradient across the membrane. The protons are charge-compensated by transport of electrons 

or/and oxygen ions without necessity of supplying an external electrical current. 

In recent years, mixed proton-electronic-conducting compounds have been extensively studied. The 

most studied materials are perovskite oxides based on acceptor-doped BaCeO3 and BaZrO3 that present 

high proton conductivity [11]. However, BaCeO3-based compounds decompose under CO2 or sulfur-

containing atmospheres [12]. On the other hand, BaZrO3-based compounds exhibit a rather high grain 

boundary resistance that decreases the total conductivity and, in addition, membrane manufacture entails 

very high sintering temperatures that lead to barium evaporation and a subsequent loss of its properties 

[13, 14]. Despite these problems, promising H2 flows have been obtained using doped perovskite 

membranes [15-18]. Stability and sintering issues have been partially circumvented by the development 

of mixed solid solutions of BaCeO3 and BaZrO3 [13, 19-22] although electronic conductivity is still 

limiting the H2 flux. In the last years, lanthanide tungstates (Ln6-xWO12-y) have been widely studied since 

they present appropriate CO2 stability [23-25] and electronic conduction that allowed a significant H2 

flux to be reached. Finally, dual phase composite membranes, which consist of an electronic conductor 

and a protonic conductor [26-29], have shown the highest H2 flows for proton-electron-conducting 

ceramic membranes.  

The performance of different MPEC based membranes for the water gas shift reaction at high 

temperature (700-900 °C) has been evaluated, yielding promising results [30, 31]. Recently, methane 

steam reforming has been accomplished using a BaZr0.7Ce0.2Y0.1O2.9 based electrochemical reactor, 

obtaining an important improvement of the H2 yield [32]. Non-oxidative methane dehydrogenation 

(MDA) has also been accomplished using La5.5W0.6Mo0.4O11.25-δ [33] that was previously realized using 

a SrCe0.95Yb0.05O3−δ membrane [34]. In both cases, Mo/H-ZSM5 was used as catalyst. Furthermore, 

MDA was recently performed by using a tubular membrane made of BaZr0.7Ce0.2Y0.1O3-δ (BZCY72) and 

Mo/MCM-22 zeolite as catalyst giving rise to high aromatic yields and improved catalyst stability due 

to the H+/O-2 co-ionic transport in the membrane [5]. 
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In the abovementioned applications, H2 permeable membranes should work at high temperatures (>500 

ºC) and pressures (20-50 bars) under reducing conditions, and usually under atmospheres containing 

CO2, CO, H2O and H2S [35]. For this reason, mixed proton and electron-conducting compounds need 

high mechanical and chemical stability under those operation conditions together with high mixed 

electronic-protonic conductivity to reach high H2 permeation flux. The chemical stability under H2S 

containing atmospheres of different lanthanide tungstates and BaCeO3-BaZrO3 based compounds has 

been reported. Li et al. concluded that BaCe0.85Y0.15O3 was not stable after a treatment under 5000 ppm 

H2S in H2 at 650 ºC whereas BaZr0.85Y0.15O3 maintained its integrity. Impedance spectroscopy of 

BaZr0.85Y0.15O3 measured from 450 to 650 ºC under 5000 ppm H2S balanced with H2 resulted in lower 

conductivity than the obtained in free H2S conditions [36]. Medvedev et al. [37] studied the stability of 

BaCe0.8-xZrxY0.2O3-δ (0.3<x<0.8) materials under 10% H2S/Ar at 700 ºC for 10 hours. Compounds with 

x>0.3 were chemically stable and retained their structure after the treatment. In particular, the total 

conductivity in dry air of the BaCe0.5Zr0.3Y0.2O3-δ sample previously treated in H2S was higher at low 

temperature than the obtained with the fresh sample. An increase of the conductivity under 0.25-1%H2S 

and 90% H2O in Ar was reported for the electrolyte made of BaZr0.7Ce0.2Y0.1O3-δ at 850ºC [38]. Stability 

of NWO and partially-substituted NWO-based compounds has been also proven in different conditions: 

(a) an atmosphere composed of humidified 10% CO2 and 90% CH4 at 800 ºC and 72 hours and (b) a 

stream comprising 115 ppm H2S, 4.43% CO2, 2.12% CO and 92.09% H2 at 500 ºC and 30 bars for 40 h 

[23, 25]. Under these conditions BaCe0.9Eu0.1O3-δ totally decomposed to form barium carbonates and 

cerium-rich sulfates [18, 23]. In addition, stability of the La5.5WO11.25-δ (LWO) dense samples has been 

confirmed at 600 and 900 ºC under syngas conditions containing different contaminants such as HCl, 

KCl, KOH, NaOH, NaCl [39]. Recently, the stability of an asymmetric membrane made of LWO and 

MgO as porous support was demonstrated under the atmospheres found in the inlet and the outlet of a 

WGS-membrane reactor for 96 h at 900 °C (15% H2, 34% CO and 51% H2, reactor inlet and 90% CO2, 

9.9 H2O and 0.1% H2 for the reactor outlet) [40].  

Despite the stability of lanthanide tungstates under harsh conditions, previous studies have reported that 

the single phase obtention of the La6−xWO12−y (with y = 1.5x + δ) occurs within a narrow La/W range 

and out of this region secondary phases as La2O3 and La6W2O15 appear [41, 42]. The reaction of rare 

earth oxides with H2S is thermodynamically favoured and they have been studied as desulfurization 

sorbents at medium and high temperature [43-45]. Subsequently, formation of Nd2O3 could occur in the 

membrane fabrication process giving rise to the Nd2O2S formation under H2S atmospheres that may 

cause a loss of the electrochemical and structural properties of the material. 

In addition, the mechanical properties of these membranes is also an issue for their application. Several 

studies have been published about the mechanical properties of ceramic membranes focusing mainly on 

oxygen permeable membranes [46-51]. Regarding proton conducting materials, La5.4WO11.1-δ (LWO54) 

mechanical properties were recently reported [52-54].  
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The current work presents the mechanical characterization and the study of the chemical stability under 

H2S containing atmospheres of the mixed proton and electron-conducting compound Nd5.5WO11.25-δ 

(NWO). This material was selected due to the important ambipolar conductivity and H2 permeation flux 

that NWO-based membranes presents [23, 25, 55, 56], e.g. flux values up to 1.29 mL.min.cm-2 were 

reached at 975 °C by using a hollow fiber membrane with a 170 µm dense layer made of 

Nd5.5W0.5Mo0.5O11.25-δ [57].  

Mechanical characterization of NWO was performed by means of room temperature micro-indentation 

and creep measurements in air from 900 °C to 1350 °C. Chemical stability under H2S containing 

atmospheres was evaluated by X-ray diffraction and SEM, and the effect of the H2S on the transport 

properties of the material was evaluated by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. 

2. Experimental 

Nd5.5WO11.25-δ (NWO) powder was synthetized by the citrate-complexation route modified to stabilize 

W- and Nd-containing ions following the methodology outlined in previous works [58, 59]. NWO 

powders were calcined at 900 ºC for 10 h to obtain the fluorite single phase. The selected stoichiometry 

is related to the fact that La6−xWO12−y (with y = 1.5x + δ) based materials present only single phase 

within a narrow La/W range, ranging from 5.2 to 5.6 depending on the sintering temperature [41, 42, 

60, 61]. Furthermore, Nd5.5WO11.25-δ has been reported to be mixed electronic-ionic conductor and stable 

under different atmospheres [23] similar as La5.5WO11.25-δ that presents good performance in terms of 

hydrogen permeation and stability [24, 62]  

2.1. Mechanical characterization 

The samples used in the mechanical characterization were prepared using the NWO powder previously 

calcined at 900 º C and uniaxially pressed at 100 MPa. Subsequently, green bars were sintered in air at 

1550 º C for 5 h. 

The room temperature elastic properties were determined with depth-sensitive indentation using a 

Vickers micro-indentation device HC100 (Helmut Fischer KG, Sindelfingen, Germany) on grinded and 

subsequently polished cross-section surface specimens (20 × 0.2 mm2) according to guidelines outlined 

in ASTM C1327-08 [63]. The used indentation load was 1000 mN.  

For creep tests, the sintered bars were machined to dimensions ~ 2.6 × 3.2 × 9.5 mm3. The (2.6 × 3.2 

mm2) end-faces of the samples were parallelized by grinding and finally polished for ~ 1 h using 1 μm 

diamond paste in order to minimize surface effects and superimposed bending by misalignments. 

Compressive creep tests were performed in ambient air under a constant uniaxial load, corresponding to 

nominal stresses in the range of 10 to 63 MPa, using an electromechanical testing machine (Instron 

1362) equipped with a high temperature furnace. The samples were mounted between two alumina push 

rods. A linear variable differential transformer (LVDT, Sangami) was used for measuring the vertical 

displacement in a range ± 1 μm and with a precision of 1.25 μm. The load was controlled with a 10 kN 
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load cell (Interface 1210 ACK), while the temperature was monitored with a K-type thermocouple 

located near the sample surface. Creep measurements were conducted, in air, from 900 °C to 1350 °C. 

The temperature was incremented stepwise with 100 °C or 150 °C intervals, using heating rates of 0.5 

ºC /min. Additional details of the creep testing procedure are described elsewhere [64].  Below 1000 ºC, 

no measureable creep deformation values were obtained and these measurements are not presented. 

Consequently, creep measurements were measured up to 1350 ºC in order to have sufficient data to 

calculate accurately the activation energies and to reduce the uncertainty of the measurement.  

Creep parameters were obtained by fitting the experimental data of the steady-state creep rate, , to the 

generalized power law relationship [65]: 

𝜀𝜀̇ = 𝐴𝐴 ∙ �1
𝑑𝑑
�
𝑝𝑝
∙ 𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛 ∙ 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �− 𝑄𝑄𝑎𝑎

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
�       (1) 

where A is a proportionality parameter, d the grain size, p the inverse grain size exponent, σ the applied 

stress, n the stress exponent, Qa the apparent activation energy, R the universal gas constant and T the 

temperature. The value for n, at a given temperature, was calculated from the slope of the log-log plot 

of  versus σ (Norton plot). The value for Qa, at a constant stress, was calculated from the slope of the 

- Arrhenius plot. 

Microstructural analysis was performed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM, SUPRA 50VP and 

Merlin, both Zeiss, Germany) on samples polished with diamond paste down to 0.25 μm. Elemental 

analysis was carried out by energy-dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy (EDS, Inca, Oxford Inst.). For 

porosity analysis of sintered specimens, SEM images of cross-sections were recorded and analysed using 

the Analysis Pro® analysis software (Olympus). 

 

2.2. Chemical stability 

Pellets employed for the stability tests were manufactured by uniaxial pressing at 30 kN of powders 

previously calcined at 900 ºC (mean crystallite size ~ 25 nm) [23]. Subsequently, pellets were sintered 

at 1550 ºC for 10 h, obtaining a relative density of around 95%. Thickness of the specimen for 

electrochemical characterization was 530 μm. 

NWO sample was exposed consecutively to different H2S and H2 concentrations (from lower to higher 

concentration) at 827 ºC as illustrated in Figure 1. All the streams were saturated in water at room 

temperature (2.5 % H2O). The four different conditions (obtained by the dilution of a cylinder composed 

of 1500 ppm H2S in H2 with N2) on a dry basis are listed below.  

T1: 330 ppm H2S, 22% H2 in N2.  

T2: 480 ppm H2S, 32% H2 in N2. 

T3: 705 ppm H2S, 47% H2 in N2. 
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T4: 1500 ppm H2S in H2. 

After each condition, the sample was cooled down under an atmosphere of N2 saturated in water (2.5 % 

H2O) in order to avoid the decomposition of any possible secondary phase formed during the treatment 

and subsequently it was analyzed by X-ray diffraction (XRD). 

 

Figure 1: Scheme of the stability treatment. 

 

Despite the reactions of interest will operate between 500-700 ºC, higher temperature was selected to 

evaluate the feasibility of the material under harder conditions than the operation ones. In fact, the 

temperature selection of these preliminary tests was based on the La-O-S phase stability diagram at 827 

ºC that indicates the stability of the La2O2S phase [66] under the studied conditions shown in Figure 1.  

XRD analysis was carried out on a PANalytical CubiX fast diffractometer using CuKα1,2 radiation and 

a X’Celerator detector in Bragg-Brentano geometry. XRD patterns were recorded in the 2θ range 20º to 

70º and analysed using the software X’Pert Highscore Plus. 

Electrochemical performance of the NWO was evaluated by means of electrochemical impedance 

spectroscopy (EIS) measurements. Measurements were performed in two-point four-wires configuration 

on disc-shaped samples using Pt as electrode. An EC-Lab SP-150 potentiostat equipped with a module 

for impedance analysis was employed for these measurements. Input signal was 0 V DC – 30 mV AC 

in the 0.02 – 5·105 Hz frequency range.  

In order to study the influence of the H2S on the NWO transport properties, EIS measurements were 

performed under a wet (2.5% H2O) atmosphere composed of 10% H2 and 1973 ppm of H2S with 

balanced N2 from 400 °C to 680 °C. The samples were annealed for 26 h at each temperature under 

these harsh conditions. After 26 h at 680 °C, the concentration of H2S was increased to 4163 ppm and 

EIS measurements were performed for 26 h. This last concentration is typically found in the inlet of the 

water gas shift reactors in an integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) [35] process. The 

impedance of the material was previously measured under an atmosphere composed of wet 10% H2 in 

N2 (2.5% H2O) from 680 °C to 400 ºC. 

After these measurements, the sample was analyzed by XRD and SEM in order to study the 

microstructure and the possible formation of the secondary phases. Cell parameter refinements  were 

performed using the X’Pert Highscore Plus software.  SEM analysis was performed using a JEOL JXA-

N2+H2O N2+H2O

T1
827 ºC
24 h

T2
827 ºC
24 h N2+H2O

T3
827 ºC
24 h N2+H2O

T4
827 ºC
24 h N2+H2O

XRDXRD XRD XRD XRD
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8530F microprobe and a field-emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) (Zeiss Ultra 55), 

equipped with WDS and EDX for elemental analysis, respectively. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Mechanical properties 

NWO samples used in the study of the mechanical properties were sintered at 1550 ºC. Sintered material 

presents a cubic crystal structure (ICSD 189792), single phase fluorite, as it was checked by XRD. 

Microstructure of the materials was studied due to the important role that can play in the mechanical 

properties. SEM images of the polished cross-section and the thermally etched (at 1500 °C for 30 min) 

cross-section of the NWO samples are presented in Figure 2a and b, respectively. Dense specimens have 

an homogeneous microstructure with ~ 8 % porosity and rather small grains with average grain size of 

1 ± 0.5 μm as it is seen in Figure 2b.  

 

Figure 2: Microstructure of (a) polished cross-section and (b) thermally etched (1500 °C 30 min) 
cross-section of the NWO samples sintered at 1550 °C in air. 

The room temperature elastic modulus determined by indentation testing was EIT = 125 ± 5 GPa. An 

average elastic modulus of ~ 120 GPa at room temperature was previously reported for LWO54 [52, 

53], indicating the similar performance of both materials. The determined elastic modulus of NWO is 

lower than the reported for  BaZrO3 (240 GPa) [67] and  BaCeO3 (154 GPa) [68] and higher than the 

obtained for LaNbO4 (95 GPa)[69]. 

The obtained creep parameters (Eq. 1) are summarized in Table 1 (apparent activation energy Qa) and 

Table 2 (Stress exponent n). Measurable deformation rates were obtained at T ≥ 1050 °C for all stresses, 

which indicates that NWO is surely a suitable candidate membrane material at the relevant operation 

temperatures (600-800 °C). 

 

a)

80 μm

b)

2 μm
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The average stress exponent of n = 1.3 ± 0.2 along with an activation energy of  Qa = 540 ± 30 kJ/mol 

suggests a diffusional creep mechanism. The stress exponent increases above 1150 °C, indicating 

contributions of additional creep mechanisms. However, no significant change in activation energy is 

observed with increasing temperature. Diffusivity studies by Vøllestad et al. [70] verified that enhanced 

grain boundary diffusion takes place for cation migration of this compound, which could lead to slightly 

increased activation energy and/or stress exponent.  

Table 1: Apparent activation energy (Qa) at a given stress and different temperature ranges 

Stress Qa (kJ/mol) 
1050 – 1250 °C 1250 – 1350 °C 

20 495 ± 45 580 
40 525 ± 20 565 
63 544  

 

Table 2: Stress exponent (n) at a given temperature 

Temperature (°C) n 
1050 0.9 ± 0.03 
1150 1.6 ± 0.03 
1250 1.4 
1350 1.3 

 

Mechanical properties of LWO54 have been recently reported [52]. Creep studies for both materials, 

NWO and LWO54, indicate a diffusional creep mechanism. Overall, NWO exhibited higher creep rates 

in comparison to LWO54, but this effect is attributed to microstructural differences in the studied 

samples, i.e. smaller grain size and higher porosity. 

The variation of Qa and n with temperature is not as profound as in the case of LWO54 (Table 3). 

Moreover, Qa for NWO is 544 kJ/mol, higher than the 210 kJ/mol obtained for LWO54 with a grain size 

of 11 μm, both at 63 MPa and 1050-1250 °C range. Note that the diffusion creep mechanism is controlled 

from the slowest species via the fastest diffusion path. The ionic radius of La3+ (1.1Å) is bigger than 

Nd3+ (1.046Å), both with a coordination number (c.n.) of 7 and also bigger than W6+ (c.n.=6) (0.6Å), 

which would not agree with the Qa increase (see Table 3). The creep mechanism of LWO54 is controlled 

by combined diffusion of cations along the grain boundaries and/or lattice as it was deduced from the 

change of the Qa at 1250 °C and the n, p parameters at the tested temperature and stress range. 

Consequently, it can be suggested that Nd cation controls the diffusion mechanism (up to 1350 °C and 

63MPa) as the largest cation in the material. Regarding the diffusion path of the migrating cations, the 

small variation of the Qa and the small grain size (~1μm) can indicate a Coble creep model, i.e., the 

diffusion occurs along the grain boundaries.  
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In order to predict the long-term performance of a membrane structure, a maximum tolerable creep 

deformation has to be defined. According to Thomson et al. [71], membrane materials should not creep 

in a compressive mode more that 1 % per year in order to warrant reliable long term operation. On the 

other hand, Schulz et al. [72] calculated that the compressive stress exerted on an oxygen membrane 

during operation in a CO2 operation system to be approximately 30 MPa, hence as a guideline for the 

analysis the creep should be less than 1 % / year for a stress of 30 MPa. The creep rates depend almost 

exponentially on temperature and thus can easily be extrapolated to the application relevant temperature 

range 600-800 °C, where they are lower than the 1 % strain per year limit [71]. Figure 3 compares the 

creep rates in air for a stress of 40 MPa for NWO and LWO54 as a function of temperature from 1050 

°C to 1450 °C. In addition, Table 3 presents more information on the creep parameters for LWO and for 

other hydrogen transport membrane materials and possible substrate materials. In a previous study [52], 

creep rates under dry and wet 4% H2 in Ar were measured for LWO54 and no significant effect of H2 

was observed, being the creep rate slightly lower than in air. Due to the complexity of the measurement 

and the expected similar behaviour to the LWO54, NWO was not measured under H2-containing 

atmosphere. 

 

Figure 3 Creep rates in air as a function of the temperature for NWO and LWO54 for a stress of 40 
MPa [52]. 

Table 3: Creep parameters for hydrogen transport membranes and possible substrate materials. 

Material Qa n Mechanism Testing 
conditions 

Grain 
size 

(μm) 
Ref 

BaZrO3 460±30 0.9±0.1 Diffusion/ 
GBS 

1300-1400 °C 
10-100 MPa ~4 [67] 

BaCe0.98Y0.2O3-δ 343±30 1.1±0.1 Diffusion 1200-1450 °C 
1-150 MPa ~9 [73] 

CeO2 160±60 2.3±1.1 Diffusion/ 800-900 °C 16±6 [74] 

1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500
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Dislocation 60-120 MPa 

LWO54 
210±30 

1.1±0.4 Diffusion 

1050-1250°C 
20-63 MPa 11 ± 4 [52] 

480 1250-1450°C 
20-63 MPa 

MgO 385±15 4.3-4.9 Dislocation 800-1200 °C 
30-100 MPa 15±10 [67] 

 

3.2. Chemical stability under H2S containing atmospheres 

The chemical stability of NWO under H2S containing atmospheres was evaluated. NWO pellets were 

exposed consecutively at different humidified H2S- and H2- containing atmospheres at 827 ºC: 330 ppm 

H2S and 22% H2 in N2 (T1), 480 ppm H2S and 32% H2 in N2 (T2), 705 ppm H2S and 47% H2 in N2 (T3) 

and 1500 ppm H2S balanced with H2 (T4). All gas streams were saturated in water at room temperature 

(2.5 % H2O). NWO samples were annealed under each atmosphere for 24h, then the sample was cooled 

down under an atmosphere of N2 saturated with water in order to avoid the decomposition of possibly 

formed sulfides, and subsequently it was analyzed by XRD (Figure 4). A magnification of the XRD 

pattern area where the main diffraction peaks corresponding to Nd2O2S appear is shown in Figure 4b 

(note the log scale in y-axis). The formation of Nd2O2S or formation of secondary phases was not 

detected within the resolution limit of the XRD setup. Note that BaCeO3 based material decomposed 

when it was exposed to an atmosphere composed of 115ppm H2S, 4.43% CO2, 2.12% CO and 92.09% 

H2 at 500 ºC and 40 bar [18]. 

 

Figure 4: XRD patterns before and after the T1, T2, T3 and T4 treatments at 827 ºC from 20 to 70 º (a) 
and a magnification from 24 to 34° (y-axis in log scale). Main diffraction peaks corresponding to 

Nd2O2S have been marked in red (b). 

The sample microstructure after the stability treatments was analyzed by FE-SEM. Micrographs of the 

cross-section fracture are shown in Figure 5. Formation of new phases in the bulk is not detected by the 

b)
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SEM analysis, nevertheless changes in the morphology are observed. An important number of occluded 

pores present different morphology than the rest of the sample as can be observed in Figure 5b-d. The 

EDS analysis detected sulfur in these areas whereas it was not identified in the rest of the sample. The 

different morphology could be related to the formation of dislocations and/or stacking faults due to the 

presence of sulfur and/or the reduction of the material [56]. This kind of morphology was not observed 

for NWO after conductivity or permeation measurements in previous studies [23] thus the thermal shock 

is dismissed as the cause. 

 

Figure 5: Cross section FE-SEM micrographs after the H2S stability treatments with different 

magnification (a-d). 

Despite the stability under H2S in case of short-term treatments, the different morphology and the 

presence of sulfur species could affect the transport through the crystalline structure. This effect was 

further assessed by EIS measurements. First, EIS measurements were performed at intervals of 100 °C 

over the range of 680-400 °C in wet reducing conditions (2.5% H2O). The corresponding Bode and 

Nyquist plots are shown in Figure S1. The impedance spectra were fitted by using the equivalent circuit 

(R1Q1)(R2Q2) (see inset of the Figure S1) that can be assigned as bulk and electrodes contributions, 

respectively. Subsequently, the total conductivity was calculated. Under these conditions, NWO 

presents an important n-type electronic conductivity as can be ascertained from the increase of the 

5 µm 2 µm

2 µm 500 nm

a) b)

c) d)
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conductivity with the decrease of the pO2 plotted in Figure 6. The observed total conductivity is in 

agreement with previous results obtained by DC-conductivity measurements [25, 55]. 

 

Figure 6: Total conductivity as a function of the pO2 and temperature under wet reducing atmospheres. 

Subsequently, H2S was added to the gas stream, and the resulting atmosphere comprised wet 1973 ppm 

H2S and 10% H2 in N2 balance (2.5% H2). In this case, EIS measurements were performed from 400 °C 

to 680 °C for 26 h at each temperature. Nyquist and Bode plots obtained in these measurements are 

presented in the Supporting Information (Figure S2). Under these conditions, the contribution of the 

grain boundary resistance becomes important and the impedance spectra were fitted by using the 

equivalent circuit (R1Q1)(R2Q2)(R3Q3) corresponding to bulk, grain boundary and electrodes 

contributions, respectively.  

Figure 7 shows the bulk and the grain boundary resistances (Figure 7a) and the total conductivity (Figure 

7b) as a function of the temperature under wet 10% H2 in N2 atmospheres in presence of 0 ppm and 

1973 ppm H2S, respectively. Values under H2S containing atmosphere were obtained after 26 h of 

exposition. At 400 °C, the total conductivity is slightly lower when H2S is fed due to the important 

contribution of the grain boundary resistance that was negligible when no H2S was fed as can be 

observed in Figure 7a. At 500 °C, the bulk resistance of the compound decreases but the grain boundary 

resistance is still important, giving rise to a similar total conductivity in both atmospheres. At higher 

temperature (600 and 700 °C), total conductivity increases due to the dominant drop of the bulk 

resistance, even though the grain boundary resistance has still some contribution. This is contrary to the 

behaviour reported for BaZr0.85Y0.15O3 that presents lower conductivity (bulk and grain boundary)  under 

5000 ppm H2S balanced with H2 in the whole range of studied temperatures [36]. 
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As can be observed in Figure 7b, conductivity follows an Arrhenius behavior and a change in the 

apparent activation energy occurs at 600 °C and 500 °C without and with H2S in the feed, respectively. 

Activation energies differ depending on the atmosphere composition, i.e. they are higher when H2S is 

fed. This fact could be related to the important contribution of the grain boundary resistance and the 

corresponding activation energy under H2S atmospheres (see Figure 7a). 

The total conductivity as a function of H2S feeding time is plotted in Figure 7c. Stabilization of the 

conductivity takes some time depending on the temperature and then remains stable, indicating the 

stability of the equilibrated material. Regarding the electrodes, the resistance increases slightly when 

H2S is fed. This effect is more important at 400 °C and 700 ºC, whereas at 500 °C and 600 ºC it is not 

significant.  

 
Figure 7: Electrochemical characterization in H2S operation: (a) bulk and grain boundary resistance as 
a function of reciprocal temperature; (b) total conductivity as a function of reciprocal temperature after 
annealing for 26 hours; and (c) total conductivity as a function of time on stream and temperature. Gas 

atmosphere composed of wet 1973 ppm H2S and 10% H2 in N2. 
 

EIS measurements were subsequently carried out at 680 °C under a wet atmosphere composed of 4163 

ppm H2S and 10% H2 in N2 for 26 hours. The resulting total conductivity is plotted in Figure 8a as a 

function of time. Conductivity values remained stable throughout the course of the treatment in H2S, 

even at this high H2S concentration. Note that the same pellet was used in all the impedance 

measurements. Both, bulk and grain boundary resistances decrease when 4163 ppm H2S is fed as 

compared with the measurements feeding 1973 ppm H2S, especially the grain boundary resistance that 

decreases by approximately 40%. 

After the EIS measurements, the sample was analyzed by SEM and XRD. SEM micrographs near the 

surface (b) and in the bulk (e) are shown in Figure 9. No secondary phases are observed in the BSE 

images (Figure 9a and d). WDS analysis (Figure 9c) indicates the presence of sulfur in the Pt layer, and 

an important concentration can be detected along the surface and in the pores near the surface. In the 

a) b) c)
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bulk (Figure 9f), small quantities of sulfur are also detected, but the highest accumulation is located, as 

it was previously observed, within occluded pores. 

 

 

Figure 8: Total conductivity as a function of time when NWO is exposed to a wet atmosphere 
composed of 4163 ppm H2S and 10% H2 in N2 for 26 h. 

 

 

Figure 9: BSE (a,d) and SE (b,e) images and WDS map for sulfur (c,f) after the EIS measurements. 
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Figure 10 shows the SEM micrographs and the corresponding WDS maps for the different elements 

comprised in the electrode-membrane assembly. A S-rich area is observed on the surface of the material 

(pink color indicates higher concentration than blue color). The area where higher sulfur concentration 

is found overlaps with a W-poor region. The O concentration in this area is lower than in the rest of the 

material. The WDS analysis in this region (pointed as 1) indicates the predominant presence of Nd2O2S. 

However, the analysis in the area pointed as 2, also rich in S, indicates that the average stoichiometry of 

the compound is Nd5.8WO10.05 with minor presence of S. This sulfur could be incorporated in the 

crystalline structure of the NWO as no secondary phases are found. The analysis in region 3 matches 

with that in region 2. It should be pointed out that Nd2O2S was only detected on the surface, no evidence 

for this phase was detected in the bulk. 

 

Figure 10: BSE image and WDS map for S, W, Nd, O and Pt after the EIS measurements. 

The NWO sample was further characterized by FE-SEM and XRD. Figure 11a, b and c shows the 

micrographs of the surface and the area near the surface and a magnification of some of the occluded 

pores found in this area, respectively. The same morphology was found in the occluded pores than in 

the previous treated sample (see Figure 5). Furthermore, sulfur was only detected in these dislocations 

and the extension of them is lower in the bulk of the membrane. The formation of these dislocations 

might be responsible for the increase of the grain boundary resistance. 
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XRD reveals some secondary products in the surface that could be indexed as Nd2O3 and Nd2O2S (Figure 

11e) and are in agreement with WDS analysis near the surface. The origin of the formation of Nd2O2S 

as secondary phase can be the presence of minor Nd2O3 impurities in the as-sintered sample (Figure 

11d). Cell parameters and cell volume before and after the EIS measurements were calculated. NWO 

presents cubic fluorite structure regardless the atmosphere exposition and the cell parameter increases 

from 5.455(1) to 5.4596 (6) Å after the H2S treatment. Consequently, the volume cell increases from 

162.36 to 162.74 Å3. 

 

Figure 11: FE-SEM micrographs near the surface (a,b) and in the bulk (c) and XRD of the sample 
before (d) and after (e) the EIS measurements (* corresponds to sample holder). 

From these results, some sulfur incorporation in the NWO structure can be hypothesized and the increase 

of the total conductivity at high temperature (T>600 °C) could be explained by different hypotheses. 

First, the incorporation of S2- in the structure could produce an increase in the electronic conductivity, 

the protonic conductivity of the material or transport of S2- ions through the structure. If S2- transport 

through the material is considered, a higher activation energy should be expected due to the higher size 

of the sulfide-ion relative to the oxide-ion [75], and this fact would explain the activation energy increase 

observed in Figure 7. On the other hand, proton transport in SrZrS3 and BaZrS3 has been found to be 

comparable or more favorable than in the SrZrO3 oxide [76]. In this case, one could speculate that proton 
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transport has been improved by the incorporation of S2-. In contrast, this conductivity increase could be 

due to the so-called sulfur enhancement in fuel cells that describes the improvement of the fuel cell 

performance due to the decrease of the interfacial resistance in the anodes at high temperature and high 

concentration of H2S due to the formation of a very thin layer of conductive sulfides on the oxide surface 

[77]. By XRD we found traces of Nd2O2S, and a thin layer rich in sulfur was detected by WDS (see 

Figure 9 and Figure 10). To the best of our knowledge, no conductivity data for Nd2O2S in this range of 

temperature (600-700 ºC) has been reported.  

Despite the improvement of the conductivity under H2S-containing atmospheres and the stability of the 

compound, more sophisticated structural and transport characterization are needed to discern the actual 

sulfur incorporation in the structure and the implications on the mixed electronic-protonic conduction. 

 

4. Conclusions 

Nd5.5WO11.25-δ is a suitable candidate membrane material regarding its mechanical properties as 

suggested by characterization results from micro-indentation at room temperature and creep 

measurements in air from 900 °C to 1350 °C. Measurable deformation rates were only obtained at T ≥ 

1050 °C, and the creep rates were lower than 1 % strain per year in the operation temperature range 600-

800 °C.  

Stability under H2S atmospheres was verified by XRD, SEM and EIS measurements. Total conductivity 

of the material was stable under all used atmospheres, even if containing 4163 ppm H2S. Furthermore, 

an increase in the total conductivity at 600 °C and 700 °C was observed. SEM and WDS analysis confirm 

the presence of sulfur in the bulk of the material, mainly located in the occluded pores of the material. 

Nd2O2S was detected on the sample surface while the formation of this compound may be ascribed to 

minor traces of Nd2O3 already existing in the as-sintered material. The increase in the total conductivity 

might be assigned to the incorporation and transport of S2- ions or the improvement of the protonic or 

electronic conductivity when S2- is partially incorporated in the O2- sublattice of NWO. However, so far 

not enough experimental evidences exist to determine the specific effect of the sulfur on NWO transport 

properties. 
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